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6 August 2010 

 

The Rt. Hon. Dr. Vince Cable MP, 

Secretary of State for Business, Innovation and Skills, 

Department for Business, Innovation and Skills, 

1 Victoria Street, 

London SW1H 0ET 

 

Dear Dr Cable, 
 

You appear to be very sincere in what you say about the state of the economy in 

Britain today and your proposals for recovery. But why has our economy been 

allowed to get into this mess? 

 

Having been in business myself for the best part of 40 years involved in innovation in 

the fields of automotive, aerospace, marine and, what we now call Green energy, I 

have witnessed many things that have advanced technology such as developments in 

gas turbine technology to improve fuel efficiency, lower noise levels with less 

pollution. As technology advances, it creates a whole new set of challenges ; for 

example, the blades of a gas turbine are now made from a single crystal alloy making 

them extremely tough and almost unbreakable, however, air cooling holes cannot be 

drilled through this material with conventional drills, spark erosion was developed 

and is now used. From this, a whole new vista opened up permitting the drilling of up 

to 40 holes in one single hit with a corresponding reduction in manufacturing time. 

 

Such innovation is being lost to the nation because of the financial “industry” and its 

restrictive practices. You have, most likely, heard of AKIO MORITA - Chairman of 

the Sony Corporation. At the first innovation lecture at the RSA he had this to say: 

 

”In Japan you will notice that almost every major manufacturer is run by an engineer 

or technologist. However, here in the UK, I am told some manufacturers are led by 

CEOs who do not understand the engineering that goes into their own products. 

Someone once mentioned to me that many UK corporations are headed by Chartered 

Accountants.  This strikes me as very curious. Though I have a great deal of respect 

for accountants and financial professionals, I do not believe they should be at the 

helm of industry. For an accountant, the central concern is statistics and figures - of 

PAST performance, so how can an accountant reach out and grab the future if he is 

always looking at LAST quarter’s results.” 

 

Mr Morita went on to compare the financing of British industry with that of Japan. In 

Japan he said, development of products may take 20 years, so the finance is geared 



 

 

around that time scale, but in Britain, investors expect returns within 2 years. We have 

tales to tell about the destruction of British industry, but these can wait for another 

day. 

 

The purpose of this letter is to make an appeal to you, as Secretary of State for B.I.S 

who has responsibility for the Insolvency Service.  One major factor in the demise of 

British Industry is the way in which insolvency practitioners view manufacturing and 

the ways in which they go about causing bankruptcies, from which there is absolutely 

no reversal because insolvency practitioners seem to be immune from any legitimate 

criticism that would undoubtedly result in massive compensation claims. 

 

In most instances, insolvency practitioners have no regard for the company or 

individual other than the maximum returns they can get from selling property, plant 

and equipment at well under value. Often selling assets to favoured clients with the 

intention of maintaining their liquidity. Frankly, most insolvencies can be termed as 

“Rip Offs”. 

 

The appeal we are making is for the establishment of a commission to look into unfair 

and unjustified practices by the insolvency industry. To stop the greedy from preying 

upon the worth and wealth created by human endeavour. 

 

I am attaching a letter to Ms Shona Manson of the Insolvency Service who replied to 

a letter sent to you from our organization, and which was deficient in its response to 

our concerns. There is no doubt about the fact that successful businesses and people 

with assets are deliberately targeted by banks and the accountancy firms 

appointed/licensed  to carry out insolvency work. It is my observation from many 

years experience that banks have been raiding businesses and individuals in order to 

maintain their own liquidity, and finally having less and less “ripe fruits” to pick they 

pull one of the most massive frauds in history by shoving their debts onto the tax 

payer to repay. The taxpayer is only standing surety for the money borrowed by the 

banks, but now it seems the debt is to be repaid by the taxpayer. Money was created 

as a convenient way of exchanging goods and services, how is it possible for it 

become a “product” and “master”? 

 

I look forward with interest to receiving your response, 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

P.Talbot-Jenkins BSc(Hons); M.I.A.E; M.Inst.P.I.; I.Mech.E.; 

 


